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Luxe Contemporary - Living

Side Table
modern sculptural side table in
matte black painted raw
aluminium. These hand cast
products display some tooling
marks - this is normal & not
considered a fault or flaw;
rather, it is a unique & beautiful
characteristic of your piece.

-

-
Product Code

In Stock
Lead time

1
Qty

Black
Colour

-
Material

-
Finish

400
Width (mm)

500
Height (mm)

-
Length (mm)

-
Depth (mm)

Coffee Table
Captivating with a lustrous
marble top and modern timber
base this coffee table is a great
choice for a stylish
conversational area. Pair it with
a sectional or 3 seat sofa to
anchor the space perfectly.

-

-
Product Code

In Stock
Lead time

1
Qty

White Marble - Black
Onyx
Colour

Solid Oak and White
Marble
Material

-
Finish

1000
Width (mm)

350
Height (mm)

-
Length (mm)

1000
Depth (mm)

Entertainment Unit
This contemporary
entertainment unit will set the
stage for a living area. Crafted
in timber with a rippled curved
front it has ample storage
inside and a large surface for a
TV. Media accessories can be
stored out of sight in this
handsome veneer
entertainment unit that will
blend nicely with many
decorating styles.

-

-
Product Code

In Stock
Lead time

1
Qty

Matt Black
Colour

Solid Ash
Material

Matt Black
Finish

1800
Width (mm)

480
Height (mm)

-
Length (mm)

490
Depth (mm)

Dust regularly. For light cleaning, wipe with a damp cloth and dry thoroughly. Clean spills immediately. Use coasters, placemats and trivets to protect veneer from heat, 
stains and abrasive objects. Avoid placing in direct sunlight. Do not apply excess pressure to avoid impression marks.

Sofa
-

-

-
Product Code

-
Lead time

1
Qty

Graphite Grey
Colour

90% polyester and 10%
acrylic blend Frame and
detailing in a solid wood
construction
Material

-
Finish

3020
Width (mm)

800
Height (mm)

-
Length (mm)

1550
Depth (mm)

Back, seat, and armrest with foam and premium duck feather insert
Includes webbing and spring suspension for lasting structural support
Short and tapered metal legs and exposed side panel in a powder black finish
Armrests subtly ascends for added visual interest
L-shaped modular design made up of clean and minimalist lines
Thick cushioned body, left-sided chaise and backrest offer comfort
Includes 2x matching scatter cushions
Minor assembly to attach legs to base

Floor Lamp
satin brass with a white marble
base and a spherical, frosted
glass shade. A striking
contemporary, yet classic style.

-

-
Product Code

In Stock
Lead time

1
Qty

-
Colour

Satin brass and marble
floor lamp with a
frosted glass shade.
Material

-
Finish

370
Width (mm)

1500
Height (mm)

-
Length (mm)

250
Depth (mm)
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Floor Rug
Maison stuns in simplicity with
a timeless geometric design
and a beautiful blend of marble
grey and ivory tones. Maison's
neutral hues and simple design
makes it a versatile style that
would suite an array of styles
such as minimalist,
modern/contemporary and
Scandi boho. Masterfully hand
loomed in India by skilled
artisans, Maison has been
crafted from a dense pile of
silky soft wool fibres that make
it a perfect way for adding a
touch of natural texture to your
interior.

-

-
Product Code

In Stock
Lead time

1
Qty

-
Colour

Handloomed wool
Material

-
Finish

320
Width (mm)

-
Height (mm)

-
Length (mm)

230
Depth (mm)

Armchair
adds unique personality to your
bespoke living spaces.
Featuring slender metal legs,
the cosy upholstery with the
right amount of cushion shows
a distinct vintage touch Great
as part of the living room or as
a single accent piece to
showcase your sense of style.

-

CH-ALBIE-OCC-
CYP/BRS
Product Code

In Stock
Lead time

2
Qty

Cypress Green Velvet -
Brass
Colour

Polyester
Material

-
Finish

730
Width (mm)

730
Height (mm)

-
Length (mm)

690
Depth (mm)

Brush regularly in the direction of the nap to maintain the texture of the velvet. Vacuum regularly. Clean spills immediately. Protect from direct sunlight to prevent fading 
and deterioration. Rotate cushions periodically.

Artwork
Make a statement in your
space with this modern framed
canvas.This hand-generated
artwork has been digitally
printed on stretched canvas,
and finished with a light hand-
painted gloss coat.

-

-
Product Code

-
Lead time

0
Qty

Oak Frame
Colour

-
Material

-
Finish

140
Width (mm)

105
Height (mm)

-
Length (mm)

5
Depth (mm)

To ensure longevity of prints on canvas, we recommend avoiding exposure to direct sunlight for extended periods of time in order to maintain print colour. Wipe clean 
with a dry cloth.

Cushion
eature a natural linen case with
screenprinting inspired by our
Tromso artwork range.This
cushion contains a poly-filled
insert with an exposed brass
zip on the reverse.

-

-
Product Code

-
Lead time

2
Qty

Fawn
Colour

As each cushion is
printed by hand, some
slight variation may
occur from product to
product. The linen used
for this cushion is a
natural material, and as
a result of this any
imperfections in the
fibres may show up as
“slubs” in the cloth. This
is not co
Material

-
Finish

50
Width (mm)

-
Height (mm)

50
Length (mm)

-
Depth (mm)

This cushion comes with a polyester insert. Removable cover, dry clean only.  We recommend avoiding exposure to direct light sources and the elements to ensure 
longevity of your cushion.
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Homewares
Black is the new black. The
popular Arena ceramic vase is
now available in black as well
as white. The classic shape
and simple design works best
as a set of three, with or
without a floral arrangement.

-

-
Product Code

-
Lead time

1
Qty

black
Colour

-
Material

-
Finish

24
Width (mm)

15
Height (mm)

-
Length (mm)

24
Depth (mm)

Homewares
Hand-beaten in India, these
unique and beautiful shapes
have a richness that adds
depth to the entire collection.
Clean & sophisticated. Matte,
polished, pinched, hammered,
etched from sheets of brass,
each piece is individual and
comes with the maker's mark.
A whole variety of finishes are
all tied together with the
natural warmth of brass & the
shine of nickel.

-

-
Product Code

-
Lead time

1
Qty

-
Colour

-
Material

-
Finish

30
Width (mm)

5
Height (mm)

-
Length (mm)

30
Depth (mm)

Only suitable for dry food. Hand wash with warm water or dust with a soft cloth.

Cushion
Tactile textiles like the waffle
finish of the 100% cotton
Claude collection are
something we just can’t resist.
Hand-crafted by artisans in
India, these cushions have an
oversized square texture, and
are finished with clean, straight
edges. So add a touch of
variety to your sofa or bed.

-

-
Product Code

-
Lead time

1
Qty

CHARCOAL
Colour

-
Material

-
Finish

50
Width (mm)

50
Height (mm)

-
Length (mm)

-
Depth (mm)

Care instructionsRemove cushion cover from inner before washing. Machine wash 30°c max, line dry, warm iron, do not bleach.
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